Kindergarten: A Day in the Life

The schedule below is a sample of a typical kindergarten day.

- **8:30am**  
  Elementary school day begins

- **8:40 - 9:05**  
  Elementary school chapel

- **9:05 - 9:50**  
  Reading and Writing Workshop

- **9:50 - 10:20**  
  Snack + Recess

- **10:25 - 10:55**  
  Physical Education

- **11:00 - 11:30**  
  Math ½ group in homeroom + ½ group in Specialist Class (and then switch)

- **11:35 - 12:05pm**  
  Math ½ group in homeroom + ½ group in Specialist Class

- **12:10 - 12:55**  
  Lunch + Recess

- **12:55 - 1:25**  
  Class meeting*

- **1:25 - 2:35**  
  Centers**

- **2:35 - 2:45**  
  Story, pack up, sharing and dismissal

* A class meeting could include a story, opportunities for students to share about themselves, Council Practice, or lessons to support social emotional learning.

** Students rotate through learning centers set up in the classroom in small groups. Centers allow for small group instruction and offer a variety of subjects/activities, including social studies, science, language arts, math, cooking, and art easel.

Our elementary school schedule rotates through an eight-day cycle. Students receive daily instruction in language arts, math, science, and social studies. In addition, students receive instruction in the following areas of focus under the guidance of specialist teachers:

- Library Skills: one class/cycle
- Music: four classes/cycle
- Physical Education: daily
  (Dance Movement is integrated into the K-2 P.E. curriculum)
- Science Lab: one class/cycle
- Technology: one class/cycle
- Visual Arts: two classes/cycle
- World Language: begins in grade 3